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A B S T R A C T 

Poverty level prediction is determined as one of the major complex and crucial aspects in the world, the main esteem of the project is to estimate the level of poverty 

by the help of satellite images one of the major issues is predicting the poverty level manually by visiting every rural area and it is considered to be time consuming 

and labour involving process. Some of the complex algorithms such as recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural networks will help in determining the 

amount of poverty level based on the training we provide and predicting by considering various parameters such as the type of  roof, industrial area, rural area and 

also based on the amount of water supply as well as agricultural production. The machine uses various datasets which will help it in understanding and training 

itself by the help of different types of learning such as reinforcement, supervised and unsupervised learning. Hence there is an alternative approach to solve the 

problem by reducing a massive amount of work and not making the government to much struggle in figuring out the problem for predicting the poverty level  
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  1. Introduction 

One of the main goals of the development goals sustainable 17 is to tackle the problem of poverty and this has been very exhaustive process in determining 

the solution for this problem, many researchers and government authorities are trying in different ways to solve and tackle the problems. These are 

Considered to be important complex, social and political issues. There are many lacks of effective approaches in solving them, there are also new 

approaches in solving them such as the source data, imagery data, street view and other forms of information data and this wa y of learning uses many 

types of languages like machine learning, deep learning and some other forms of analysis of poverty and these types of outputs may differ during night 

time and day time as well the output may vary for both due to certain different factors like daylight and other forms. 

In the initial stages artificial intelligence was considered to be one of the mainly used tools for any kind of problems but due to the recent developments 

many different tools have been built up by which the advantages in solving any problem increases rapidly so there are many di fferent ways in solving 

these issues, this is one of the common and usual approaches followed and by the help of algorithms of deep learning which help in determining complex 

type of problems when compared with machine learning. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Multidimensional poverty and counting poverty measurement  

Firstly, the methods involved in measurements are more largely dependent and the variables are cardinal in fact there are many different dimensional of 

interest or categorial and the second methods are still under study and Multidimensional poverty and counting poverty measurement has excited 

many researchers and has given attention to the research and development organizers. There are many different unidimensional Space but the 

recent tasks and the recent efforts that are put to identify and brought to shown that Multidimensional poverty and counting poverty measurement 

are working powerful and has brought impact.  

The main goal of this reference paper which was researched is to bring a new and better way methodologies that have been found in this paper so the 

counting and multidimensional approach are in a better way used to reflect and deeply find out the multidimensional poverty level and this has brought a 

dept knowledge of severity in finding the solution. 

Some of the measures used in this satisfy in a range and make use of many different properties. One of the important points to be considered are developing 

these kinds of new methodologies with the help of new data, by the help of this reference paper it was shown that this methodology has proposed many 

useful approaches and this can be applied to any real data. Some of the basic things to noted are the multidimensional property has very good headcount 

ratio in identifying different choice of cut-off and there are also some different observations to be noted and there are also several aspects in solving and 

this will play important role in the future work, this will be very helpful in bringing significant changes and development [1]. 

 

2.2 Measuring Consumption and Wealth Remotely Using Satellite Technology 
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Night time light is hazardous sometimes makes it difficult to measure detection of amount of poverty, combining day time and night time images will 

make more easier way for conclusion of the detection. In this model some of the effective approaches such as the accuracy, scalability, inexpensiveness, 

all these factors will be used to determine the level of economic rate in a particular region. Based on the images the machine can predict the wealth and 

consumption of that region this makes it economical in determining the growth rate, and shows a statistical growth rate developed in any region that will 

be provided as input. 

According to a research ,a survey was conducted based on the survey that was conducted the outcome derived from the survey and satellite data from an 

African countries such as Tanzania, Uganda, Malawi, Rwanda , it shows how a convolutional neural network was used to train the model , and how well 

was the machine able to get trained from the satellite data or the images data that is being passed , by the help of this type of data the machine can follow 

an ordered way of learning . 

This then demonstrates us how well the machine learning techniques can be used to train the model in obtaining original implementation and its accuracy 

of providing output, this becomes an application for research for various kinds of domains such as scientific domains, public domains etc.  Thus, accuracy 

of the output depends on the number of images provided as the output and these number of images can be any data, that is it can be the Night time data 

or Sun light data [2]. 

 

2.3 Poverty Mapping in Belize using open satellite and machine learning 

There are several methods proposed till now that have been proposed to determine the model poverty using satellite imagery and these methods outcome 

derived to be true and sometimes false, also every method generated outcome does not come to be true in which some of them also evaluated to false , 

this may be because of the convolutional network learning algorithm applied to the method applied directly or indirectly ,But however these methods 

require good approaches and are found to be expensive and also cause infrequent acquisition. 

Many scientific researchers  have found different methods to solve these kinds of problems and hence  there is no one specific approach to solve this 

problems ,many different  algorithms have been designed to overcome such issues , it completely depends upon the manual needs and there measurement 

of accuracy they need , the type of accurate solution the model provides , this is necessary because each region might have different complexities and 

different behaviours of the way it can be used to predict the output, this algorithm in Belize used by including these satellite features and hence they came 

to a conclude that the open data is necessary for development and they must also have the pipelines of data open where possible[3]. 

 

2.4 Intra-Urban Poverty Measuring Using Data from Remote Centres 
This section improvises the importance of the remote sensing data and it shows the evaluability of the remote data centres and this methods are used to 

quantify the degree of the poverty and it helps to come to an conclusion to improve the level of understanding the degree  of poverty this concept will be 

helpful for understanding the poverty level and improving the easiness of the level of complexity in finding the data of poverty from manually reaching 

out to every region, place, state, or country to find the number of people living there, and hence remote sensing of imagery will be helpful for a higher 

range when it comes to intra urban measurement scale , by this method the researchers can come to a conclusion that the physical condition or the 

appearance or physical state of the areas of the urban will the reflection of that society residing in any region, the state of any region its physical state 

define the whole society , based on its certain conditions such as the amount of agricultural activities involved in the region , the development of the road 

phase in it , industrial activities taking place in them and also the economical state of that particular region . 

The second methods is the physical conditions of their house ,the house roofs the entrance of any house , house doors and many more such appearances 

will define the poverty level of that region ,hence its necessary to consider the housing conditions as one of the main factors of poverty predictions and 

hence this also makes it important for researchers to improvise and  consider this as an important factor of considering when understanding the level of 

poverty and its ratio of rating for economical factor also , in this method one of the most high clarity pixel of images are used to determine the socially 

economically improved version of classification . 

One of the another aspect to be considered is the that the world is filled with urban more than the rural areas in the whole world the amount of population 

is higher in the urban areas compared with the rural areas ,in every year there is a rapid increase  in the population development in the urban areas and 

decrease in the rural areas ,so there is very high growth in the cities in every regions ,generally in many areas the growth of citi es increases and they 

exceed the capacity of handling the government to provide any other services and any other kinds of infrastructures  

The census data shows that the complexity in predicting the poverty areas becomes difficult in urban areas [4]. 

 

2.5 E-commerce Data Based Poverty Level Prediction 

There are many agencies that are concerned with finding out the level of poverty in each region and also improvise the focuses on concerning the economic 

and other household activities and many other social needs that are necessary and it makes an impact on the other kinds of activities that are involved and 

.For every two years the government conducts NSES which abbreviates as National Socio-Economic Survey and by this every year the government 

conducts different activities and sessions and based on the outputs or the decisions derived from it are to measure the poverty levels in the Many countries 

and also handle them , and by this the government can come to conclusion based on many other features they find out from that activities and also help 

for many other development methods and hence improvise them for handling the certain factors that cause the issue. 

In this method the K-nearest algorithm is the mostly used algorithm and it has good factor of finding out or figuring out the necessary details of 

improvement and also help in the complement the census of BPS, this method has good accurate results of predicting the poverty levels and it can also 

provide the necessary information about handling or taking precautions when measuring the poverty levels at each region [5]. 

 

2.6 Costa Rican Household Poverty Level Prediction In R 

According to the report details of the current process of answering many of the problems related to the poverty levels and also the Costa and other Rican 

problems of the household related issue , it has come to an compromise that the data sources, the data analysis for exploratory through many of the factors 
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of visualization ,development of many of the models and also the different approaches that are involved in the disproportion glitches, and all other metrics 

of performances , and at the end gives the visualization results .And in a society where there is scarcity of many problems it is the importance for 

government to consider those regions and provide them with the necessary aid accordingly and also make them with the welfare social programs. And it 

was also observed or proved that in the backward areas the people are not able to provide with the necessary documents that are necessary also make 

them with the available sources of expenses or income records to prove the qualify for the aid.   

In many other countries the popular method called as the Proxy Means Test, is used to arrive at a certain conclusion, there are many other factors based 

on which the company can decide the eligibility for poverty level predictions those are the number of rooms, the number of people in the household to 

conclude about a family qualification and all other details for aid. But though having many kinds of algorithms one of the major issues to be considered 

will be the accuracy and it can remain as a problem when predicting the poverty at kinds of level though using complex algorithms and these methods 

are being used to be the most used such as the convolutional neural network, k nearest algorithms, recurrent neural networks etc. The data source is 

extracted from Kaggle [6]. 

 

2.7 Random Forest Multivariate and Malnutrition Prevalence 

The recent advancements in the areas of the remote sensing have been increasing rapidly and also the area of remote sensing has good   factors of providing 

the methods of generating the accuracy and also it has been considered to be the effective approach out of all the other approaches and this is also 

considered to be the accurate and inexpensive way of solving the problems and also make it effective for solving problems of any other regions also and 

the estimation that takes place timely and also told to be as the indicators for malnutrition and for the growth of development ,and however the state  of 

the art models that often get relied upon are also considered to be as the important factor that represents the challenging factor to interpret .the malnutrition 

and the prevalence of the poverty are used to open access and also get geo referencing data. this makes it important to consider these kinds of methods. 

The government and all other agencies are working very hard to figure out all the problems and in order to bring accuracy in such kinds of problems to 

find and resolve them ,they have devoted many of the considerable factors to improvise the poverty towards the reduction efforts of the malnutrition  , 

and also using the current observations of the baselines features of the company have been found out to be geographic needs and also implement the past 

observations of the past records that record them in the baseline measures and for the evaluation of impact interventions . also, the contemporaneous 

predictions are made to inform all the incoming and outgoing activities evaluated. The more the precise the applications are the more inexpensive the 

data demands for the model, and also the greater the likelihood and also the agencies are made to be the accurately and evaluate interventions [7]. 

 

2.8 Poverty Level Characterization Using Feature Selection and Machine Learning 

Poverty is considered to be one of the most persistent and also the social and cultural problems that define the orders to develop all the necessary 

accessories and interventions problems are being found out policies. But the poverty wealthiest scale is not at all used as the way to categorize people 

and many other surveys that are conducted and also it helps to establish these kinds of this, and subjective opinions are frequently skewed out be as one 

of the options for data availability. 

Classifying or predicting the poverty is one of the difficult approaches methods to solve and time consuming, this might be because of the lack of resources 

such as the security and data scarcity and also achieving these kinds of accuracy is also a major issue and some of the categories in these are the ways in 

which all the methods and creating an emergency fund. The first categorical problems are effective [8]. 

2.9 Poverty Predictions And Mobile phones Meta Data 

In some of the developing countries, the wealth and the income expenditure calculation are a time-consuming process, where in it becomes difficult for 

the authority to come to a decision of calculating the amount of accuracy involved in it. And taking advantage of the omnipresence of the mobile phones 

in some of the cities such as Rwanda, alpenstocks etc. 

They have applied many algorithms and many models in the development phase of this kinds of tasks and also approach towards all problems that they 

faced and it also has an impact and show that the matching of all the predictions happened well and are matched well with all the other data to be noticed. 

Since the problems arise with the accuracy different algorithms must be used in order to solve them [9]. 

 

2.10 Three Level Multidimensional Poverty Prediction Using Machine Learning 

Poverty is considered to be ass one of the multidimensional notions which is not only related to one particular aspect but also to many aspects such’s as 

considering some of the components such as the health status, consumption and social and context deprivation.in these types of works a good dataset is 

always necessary to find out the number of tasks needed to be accomplished. 

This is one of the most significant problems to be found where in the agenda of 2023 defines the sustainable and development approved by the united 

nations and it also makes it inevitable process to end the level of poverty in all the levels and it also has been the major significant problem, in order to 

correctly identify the poverty risks involved in poverty and also makes it difficult approaches to solve them, some of the major difficulties are finding the 

labelled data is found to be as the complex problems  and the finding the accurate datasets has also been the way of finding the effective way of selecting 

all the robust features to feed all the machine learning and  deep learning algorithms ,to figure out the accurate result ,the right type of datasets is needed, 

and how different features will try to contribute to the project also puts impact ,and how it helps when using heterogenous data[10] 

3. Conclusion 

This work progress the type of work it handle even on heavy workload different type of datasets, it makes and informates that there are different wa ys 

that are been found out to solve the problem and the above one is a type of way for the problem to be solved , Thus the machine learning projects can be 

used to solve the problems in it and also make use of the remote sensing data and many other kinds of household survey data, thus this project conveys 
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datasets are mandatory for the classifications and accuracy to happen correctly and effectively. based on many factors this model predicts region to region 

poverty level by the help of complex algorithms. 
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